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Abst rac t - -Most  collision detection algorithms are ones of a discrete type wh ich  utilize convexity 
and  local coherence to verify the closest points. However ,  the incremental algorithms have such 
critical d rawbacks  like failure to detect high-speed collisions and  dependence  on the t ime complexity 
on the t ime step size of animation. In this paper, in order to find a new method  wh ich  can resolve 
the drawbacks,  we  are concerned with a more  restricted but  nontrivial version of the problem: given 
a fixed infinite plane H and  a mov ing  convex po lyhedron P,  compute  their collision time. Our  
algorithm utilizes the spherical ext reme vertex d iagram that is the embedd ing  of the dual graph P 
onto the Gauss  sphere. Exploiting the diagram, we  are able to efficiently compute  the sequence of 
the ext reme vertices vis, i = I,... ,m and  find the t ime interval [ti,ti+l] during wh ich  vi is the 
ext reme vertex of P. Wi th  the sequences of the consecutive t ime intervals and  ext reme vertices, we  
construct a distance function between P and  H .  Hence, we  can compute  their collision t ime within 
a given tolerance by  applying the interval Newton  method  to the distance function. Moreover,  the 
total t ime complexity is independent  of the t ime step size of animation. (~) 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All 
rights reserved. 
Keywords--Extreme v rtex problem, Convex hull, Spherical Voronoi diagram. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Collision detection problems have an extensive background in the fields of computational geom- 
etry and robotics [1-5]. The efficient evaluation of the Euclidean distance between two objects 
plays an important role in comput ing their exact collision time. In the field of computational 
geometry ,  the  Euc l idean  d i s tance  prob lem f rom a 3D convex  po lyhedron  P to  an  infinite p lane  H 
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is reduced to an extreme vertex problem, i.e., how to identify a vertex of P that first touches H 
when H is translated toward P. 
Edelsbrunner [6] was able to solve this problem in O(logn) time after O(n) time and space 
preprocessing, where n is the number of vertices in P. The efficiency of his method is due to 
an elegant data structure representing a hierarchy of convex polyhedra. Although the nested 
polyhedral hierarchy gives an optimal solution for the static case, it is not efficient o directly 
apply the hierarchy to a more generalized version of the extreme vertex problem with the object 
in motion, which is to find out the sequence of the extreme vertices during a given animation 
time interval. The total time complexity of this method is dependent on the time step size of 
animation because the number of evaluation of the Euclidean distance is inversely proportional 
to the time step size. Moreover, this method cannot generate the distance function between the 
polyhedron and the plane, which will play an important role in our algorithm of a continuous 
type. 
The more efficient solutions of the generalized version may be an important ool of a collision 
detection problem between the convex polyhedron and the plane. The popular algorithms for 
collision detection problems are the incremental ones which utilize convexity and local coherence 
to verify the closest features (vertices, edges, or faces) [2,7-9]. The Euclidean distance of the 
next time instance to + At may be computed by the local test for the neighboring features 
of the closest feature at the time instance to. However, the incremental algorithms have such 
critical drawbacks like failure to detect high-speed collisions and dependence on the total time 
complexity on the time step size of animation [10]. For example, we consider an environment 
with a moving polyhedron bouncing off the ground. If the polyhedron collides with the ground 
at a time instance to, then the torque of the polyhedron changes and thus its angular speed may 
abruptly increase according to its collision feature. In this case, the real closest feature of the 
next time instance to + At can appear in the farthest part from the collision feature, but the 
incremental algorithm computes the closest feature from the neighbor of the collision feature to 
all features. Hence, the time complexity in this case may be O(n~). Therefore, in order to apply 
the local test while keeping this incremental strategy, the time step size has to be decreased up 
to an appropriate size. 
In this paper, we give a more efficient solution of the generalized version of the extreme vertex 
problem with the object in rigid motion, and then compute their collision time within a given 
tolerance . This approach is called a continuous type because the total time complexity of our 
algorithm is independent of the time step size of animation. We employ the notion of the Gauss 
sphere [11] to construct spherical extreme vertex diagrams for solving both the original problem 
and its generalized version efficiently. Using the spherical extreme vertex diagram [12-15], we 
give a new algorithm for computing the Euclidean distance from a polyhedron to a fixed infinite 
plane in O(logn) time after O(n) time and space preprocessing. With this algorithm as a tool, 
we are able to compute the sequence of the extreme vertices vis, i = 1, . . . ,  m, of P with respect 
to H and thus find out the time interval [t~,t~+l] during which vi for each i = 1,.. .  ,m is the 
extreme vertex of P. That is, for every time instance in [ti, ti+l], we can compute the Euclidean 
distance in a constant ime. Hence, our algorithm is more efficient han Edelsbrunner's method. 
With the sequence of the consecutive time intervals, we construct a distance function of time 
between them. The polyhedron collides with the plane where the function first vanishes. In 
order to compute the collision time, we apply the interval Newton method [16] to the distance 
function. Hence, we can compute the collision time within a given tolerance c. Moreover, the time 
complexity of our collision detection algorithm is independent of the time step size of animation. 
The rest of this paper is organized in the following manner. In Section 2, we show that the 
extreme vertex problem can be transformed to a spherical point location problem on the Gauss 
sphere by employing the dual of a convex polyhedron and its projection on the sphere. It is 
the basic idea of our algorithm. In Section 3, a brief review of quaternion curves is presented 
and their corresponding spherical paths are generated on the Gauss sphere. In Section 4, we 
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present how to construct he distance function between a polyhedron and a plane by using the 
spherical extreme vertex diagram. In Section 5, we show that the collision d~tection problem 
can be solved by applying the interval Newton method to the distance function. Experimental 
results are shown in Section 6. Finally, we conclude the paper with some remarks in Section 7. 
2. EXTREME VERTEX PROBLEM 
Let P be a convex polyhedron which is an intersection of n half-spaces. Let the boundary of P 
consist of n convex faces, Fi, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n. We denote the outward unit normal vector of Fi 
by nFi for each i. Suppose that P is sufficiently apart from a fixed infinite plane H so that P 
always lies above H, which makes sense if we regard H as the surface of the ground. The unit 
normal vector of H pointing below is denoted by nH (see Figure 1). 
/ H/  
lnH 
Figure 1. Configuration of a plane H and a polyhedron P. 
The extreme vertex problem can be formulated as follows. Let hi be a point contained on the 
plane H. Then, the plane H is given by 
(x - hi, n i l )  = 0 or (x, nil} = (hi, ni l) ,  
where (., .) is the inner product of two vectors. It is well known that for a point p E R 3, 
D(p) = (p - hi,ni l} is the signed distance of the point p from the plane (x - h i ,n i l )=  O. 
The function D(p) has a positive or negative value according as the point p lies in the side of H 
pointed by nH or in its opposite side. Hence, D(v~) = (v~ - hi,  n i l}  <_ 0 for all vertices v~ C P. 
Since the extreme vertex vh of P with respect o H has the minimum distance from the plane H, 
the extreme vertex satisfies the following equation: 
(Vh-- h i ,n i l )  = min {l(v~- hl,nH}l } 
i~l,...~m 
i~l~...,m 
where m is the number of vertices in P. It is equivalent to 
= max n i l )} .  
i : l , . . . ,m 
Therefore, the extreme vertex problem is to find the maximum of (x, nil} over all vertices in P. 
This is a well-known linear programming problem [17]: given a convex polyhedron P of n faces, 
and an objective function z(x)  = (x, nil}, find the vertex of P that maximizes the function z(.). 
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In order to efficiently find the extreme vertex, we exploit the point-plane duality. Consider a 
transformation T that maps a point p = (Pl, p2,P3) to a plane (p, x) = plxl + p2x2 + p3x3 = 1, 
and vice versa [17]. This transformation gives the dual D of the polyhedron P: Every vertex vh 
of P corresponds to a face Dvh of D, and every face Fi of P does to a vertex DFi of D. Without 
loss of generality, we may assume that P contains the origin in its interior. Otherwise, we can 
always translate P and H so that the center of mass of P lies on the origin, since an extreme 
vertex with respect o H is translation-invariant. 
For convenience, we relabel the faces containing Vh = (xh,Yh,Zh) in P so that they form a 
cycle (Fh,o,Fh,1,... ,Fh,k-1), i.e., Fh, j and Fh,j+I for 0 < j < k share an edge of P, where the 
second subscripts are taken modulo k. Vh is transformed to a plane 
(Vh, X} = XhX 1 ~- yhX2 + ZhX3 = 1. 
Since nFad is the unit normal vector of Fh,j of P, the plane containing _Fa d is given by 
(nFh,j,x) = du,j or ~ , x  = 1, 
dh,j 
where dh,j is the distance to the face Fh,j from the origin. Since Vh is a vertex of Fh,j, 
nFh,j \ 
/ = 1. 
That is, DFh,j = nFh,j/dh,j is contained in the plane (Vh,X) = 1. In fact, DFh,j is a vertex 
of Dvh corresponding to Fh,j of P [17]. Furthermore, 
(Vh, X} "VhII; v~ ) ; v~ ) 1 . = ,x = 1 or ,x iiVhll 
That is, the convex polygon Dvh corresponding to a vertex vh of P is contained in the plane 
(Vh,X) = 1 whose distance from the origin is i/IIVhll. In general, the transformation T maps 
a point p at distance d from the origin to the hyperplane at distance 1/d from the origin, that 
is perpendicular to the ray emanating from the origin and passing through p. It is well known 
that D is also a convex polyhedron containing the origin in its interior. Moreover, Dvh is a 
convex polygon for each vertex Vh of P. 
Due to the point-plane duality, D_Fh,jS are the vertices of the convex polygon DVh, and the line 
segment DEh,j joining two vertices, DFhd and DFh,j+I, is an edge of DVh. As shown in Figure 2, 
the ray from the origin to DFh,j intersects the Gauss sphere at nFh,j. Therefore, DVh is projected 
onto the sphere as a spherical region S~ whose boundary can be represented by a cycle of spherical 
points and edges (nFh,o, SEh,o, nFh,1, SEh,1,..., nFh,k-1, SEh,k-1, nFh,0), where each spherical 
edge SEh,j, 1 < j < k is a segment of a great circle joining nFu,j and nFh,j+l. We call S, h a 
spherical extreme vertex region corresponding to Vh. The spherical regions S~ h for all Vh C P 
give rise to a partition of the Gauss sphere. This partition is said to be a spherical extreme vertex 
diagram. Now, we show that the spherical extreme vertex diagram can be constructed in O(n) 
time. 
Let Hh,j be the plane containing the origin, nFh,j, and nFhj+l,  0 <_ j < k. Hh,j divides 
the space into two half-spaces, H+h,j and Hh, j. Let H+h,j be the half-space containing DVh. The 
intersection of half-spaces H~,j, 0 < j < k, is a cone with the apex at the origin. There- 
fore, the spherical region, that is, the projection of Dvh onto the sphere, is the intersection of 
the sphere and the cone. The boundary of this region is represented by a sequence of points 
(nFh,0,nFh,1 . . . .  ,nFh,k-1) such that nFh,j and nFhd+l are joined by a geodesic arc for all 
0 _< j < k. Moreover, the spherical region is a simple spherical polygon on the sphere. Hence, 
the sequence of the line segment joining nFh,j and nFh,j+l, 0 ~ j < k, forms a simple closed 
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Figure 2. Point-plane duality and projections. 
piecewise linear curve. We show that its orthographic projection onto a plane parallel to Dva is 
a convex polygon. 
LEMMA 1. The orthographic projection of the closed piecewise linear curve (nFh,0, nFh,1, . . . ,  
nFh,k-1) onto a plane parallel to DVh is a convex polygon. 
PROOF. Let (nFh,0, nF'h,1, . . . ,  n-Ph,k-1) be the projection of the curve, where n_Fh,j, 0 _< j < k, is 
the projected image of nFh,j. Suppose that the projection is not convex. Since it is a simple closed 
curve, there would exist one or more vertices of the projection contained in the interior of the con- 
vex hull of the projection. Take any of such vertices, say nFh,j for some 0 < j < k. Then, it must 
be contained in the interior of the triangle (nFh,~, nFh,b, n/~h,c), where 0 < a < b < c < k. The 
inverse projection of the triangle onto the sphere gives a spherical triangle (nFh,a, nFh,b, nFh,c), 
that contains nffh,j as an interior point. When the spherical triangle is transformed back onto 
the plane containing Dvi, DFh,j lies in the interior of the triangle (DFh,~, DFh,b, DFh,c), that is 
completely contained in Dvi. Thus, DFh,j is an interior point of Dvi, which contradicts that Dvi 
is a convex polygon. Hence, the result holds true. | 
Aggarwal et al. [18] showed that the convex hull of n points can be found in O(n) time if their 
projections onto a plane are the vertices of a convex polygon. By Lemma 1, the points nFhj, 
0 < j < ]c, satisfy this condition. Therefore, their convex hull can be constructed in O(k) time. 
The piecewise linear curve has another nice property that is very useful to construct he convex 
hull of nFis in O(n) time. 
LEMMA 2. The closed piecewise linear curve (nFh,0, nFh,1, . . . ,  nFh,k-1) consists of a subset of 
edges of the convex hull of nFi for all i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n. 
PROOF. Since nFis lie on the Gauss sphere, all of them are extreme points, i.e., the vertices of 
the convex hull of nFis. Since nFh,y C {nF1, nF2 , . . . ,  nFf} for all 0 < j < k, nFh,jS are also 
extreme points. We will be done if we show that the line segment joining nFh,j and nFh,j+l is 
an edge of the convex hull of nFis. 
Remember that the projection of each face Dvh of the dual D of the convex polyhedron P is a 
spherical region (nFh,0, nffh,1,... ,  nFh,k-1). This region is the intersection of the Gauss sphere 
and the cone bounded by the planes Hh,j for all 0 < j ~ k. The geodesic arc connecting nFh,j 
and nFh,j+l lies on Hh,j, and so does the line segment joining them. For every Vh E P~ the 
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cone COh is well defined, i.e., CO h = Nj H~,j. The set of all these cones partitions the sphere 
into n disjoint spherical regions. None of the spherical regions contain a spherical image nFi, 
1 < i < n in its interior. 
Suppose, for a contradiction, that a line segment of the curve is not an edge of the convex hull 
of nFis, say the iine segment joining nFhj and nFhj+l for some 0 ~ l < k. Then, it must be a 
diagonal. Therefore, the line segment excepting its end points nFhj and nFh,~+l is completely 
contained in the interior of the cone COh. If we project he line segment back to Dvh, it becomes 
a diagonal of Dvh, which is a contradiction since the inverse projection of the line segment is an 
edge of the convex polyhedron Dvh. Hence, the result follows immediately. | 
Now, we are ready to describe how to construct the convex hull of the Gauss images nFis of the 
normal vectors of the faces of P in O(n) time. By Lemma 2, the set of all such curves, that result 
from the faces of D, partitions the boundary of the convex hull into n disjoint regions. Lemma 1 
guarantees that the convex hull of each of these regions can be found in linear time. Therefore, 
the convex hull of nF~s can be constructed in O(n) time once all such curves are identified. The 
curves are obtained in O(n) time by simply projecting the faces of D onto the Gauss sphere with 
the origin as the projection center. Given the convex hull of nFis, the spherical extreme vertex 
diagram can be computed in O(n) because it has the same topology as the convex hull. 
THEOREM 1. The convex hull of nFis, 1 < i < n, can be found in O(n) time. Moreover, their 
spherical extreme vertex diagram can be constructed in the same time bound. 
Using this diagram, we can easily transform the linear p rogramming problem to the ray shooting 
problem [17]: given a ray R emanating from the origin in the direction given by nil, find the 
dual face Dvh of D that is intersected by this ray. Let Pi, 0 < i < m be the intersection point 
of the line L containing the ray R with the hyper plane, H i  : (vi, x) -- 1 containing a dual 
face Dvi, respectively, and di be the signed distance of Pi from the origin. Then, the point can 
be represented by Pi = d~nH. By the inverse transformation, each point Pi is transformed to a 
hyper plane, T-L(pi) : <p~, x> = 1, perpendicular to R whose distance from the origin is 1/di. 
That is, 
1 
(Pi, x) = 1 or (n i l ,  x) -- ~ .  
Since Pi is contained in Hi, it satisfies the plane equation 
1 <vi,Pi> = I or @i,nH)  --- T -  (1) a~ 
Hence, each vertex v~ of P is contained in the hyper plane T-l(p~) : (nil, x> = 1/di. Suppose 
that the ray R intersects a dual face Dvh at Ph. It is equivalent to that the ray R first intersects 
the hyper plane Hh containing the face D~h, since the dual D is the intersection of half-spaces 
containing the origin. Hence, Ph is the closest point to the origin among all p~s on the ray R, i.e., 
dh <_ d~. For all pis on the opposite ray, dh> d~ since d~ is negative. From equation (1), we have 
the following inequalities: 
1 1 
- -  > = (vi,nH), for all i. ( va, nil> = dh -- 
Therefore, we have the following equality: (Vh, nil> = max~{(v~, ni l)}. That is, the objective 
function z(x) = (x, ni l )  has the maximum at vh. Therefore, the linear programming problem is 
equivalent to the ray shooting problem. 
In order to efficiently find the dual face Dvh, we utilize the spherical extreme vertex diagram, 
that is, the projection of D onto the Gauss sphere [19]. If the ray R passing through nH intersects 
a dual face Dvh, then R also intersects the spherical region Svh corresponding to Dvh at nil .  
That is, nH is contained in the region Sv h . Hence, the ray shooting problem can be transformed 
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to a spherical point location problem for the spherical diagram. The point location problem can 
be solved in O(logn) time [19]. If nH coincides with a vertex nFh,j of the spherical extreme 
vertex diagram, then the plane H is parallel to the face Fh,j of P. That is, all of the vertices 
of Fh,j are the extreme vertices of P with respect o H. If nH lies on the common great circle arc 
of two spherical extreme vertex regions Svh and Svj, then both vertices Vh and vj corresponding 
to the regions are the extreme vertices of P. Moreover, if nH is contained in the interior of a 
spherical extreme vertex region Svh, then its corresponding vertex Vh is the extreme vertex of P 
with respect o H. Hence, we can find an extreme vertex of P with respect o H by solving the 
spherical point location problem after constructing the spherical extreme vertex diagram. 
THEOREM 2. The extreme vertex of P with respect to H can be computed in O(logn) time 
after O(n) time and space preprocessing. 
3. QUATERNION AND SPHERICAL  CURVES 
The spherical extreme vertex diagram plays a central role in determining the extreme vertex of 
a polyhedron undergoing a rigid motion with respect o a fixed plane H. The rigid motion of P 
consists of translation and rotation. Since H is a fixed infinite plane, the extreme vertex of P 
with respect o H is translation-invariant. Therefore, it is sufficient o consider only rotation to 
determine the extreme vertices. 
We use the unit quaternion representation to describe rotation of P [20-22]. A unit quaternion 
Q E R 4 consists of a scalar part and a 3D-vect0r. We denote the scalar part of quaternion Q by q0 
and the vector part by q, and to simplify notations, the scalar and vector part will be combined 
using an ordered pair, so thai Q = (q0, q). It is well known that there is a correspondence 
between unit quaternions and rotations: suppose that we rotate a vector v about an axis r by 
an angle of size [Ir[I, thereby forming a new vector v'. Then, the rotated vector v '  is given by 
v'  = QvQ -I, 
where 
Q= (cos Hr]l r ~_H) 
2 ' Ilrl~ sin . 
Let Q(t) be a unit quaternion curve that gives the orientation of P at time t [23]. While the 
infinite plane H is fixed, the polyhedron P rotates about r(t) by [Ir(t)]l (i.e., Q(t)). Every extreme 
vertex of P with respect o H is dependent on the relative orientation of P to H. Therefore, 
we can fix P and rotate H about - r ( t )  by Nr(t)]I (i.e., Q- l ( t ) ) .  Without loss of generality, we 
assume that H moves around P, hereafter. Under this assumption, nH moves and nFks are 
fixed. The rotation of H for 0 < t < 1 gives an orientation path ni l (t)  on the Gauss sphere. 
4. GENERATION OF  D ISTANCE FUNCTION 
The spherical path ni l (t)  crosses over a sequence of the spherical extreme vertex regions as the 
polyhedron P rotates according to a unit quaternion curve Q(t). While the path is intersecting 
a spherical region Si, the vertex vi corresponding to the region is the extreme vertex of P with 
respect o H. Hence, the distance of vi to H is itself that of the polyhedron P. Therefore, if we 
keep track of the sequence of time instances at which the path enters or leaves a region, then we 
are able to construct a distance function of time between P and H. 
In general, the sequence may be found by computing the intersection points of the path and 
the edges of spherical regions. However, since most of the intersection tests utilize numerical 
methods, it takes much time to accomplish the intersection test. This is more vital in animations 
for a simulation which requires real time computation. Hence, in order to overcome such a 
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problem, we propose an alternative which is useful in animations. It is to determine whether 
the segment of ni l (t)  for a given time interval Its,re] is contained in only one region or two 
adjacent regions. We call the time interval an interval of same-region type or adjacent-region 
type according to whether its corresponding segment is contained in one region or two adjacent 
regions, respectively. If the time interval is neither of the same-region type nor of the adjacent- 
region type, then it is said to be of an undetermined type. We show that the classification is
accomplished by comparing the arc-length of the path ni l (t)  with the spherical distance defining 
a spherical ellipse. 
4.1. Determination of Segment Types 
Let ts and te be the start and the end time instances of a given time interval Is,~ = [ts,Q]. 
Let Ss and S~ be the spherical extreme vertex regions to which ni l (G)  and nil(re) belong, 
respectively. If S~ is neither equal nor adjacent o Se, then the segment of the path during the 
time interval I~,~ must pass over regions other than Ss and Se. For this case, we subdivide the 
time interval I~,e into two subintervals and then apply the same determination process to both of 
them. Otherwise, there is a possibility for the segment to be contained in the union of S~ and S~. 
We first investigate the possibility for the adjacent-region case: S~ is adjacent o Se. 
ADJACENT-REGION CASE. Suppose that S~ is adjacent o S~ with the common spherical edge 
SE = @1, v2). Consider a great circular arc As,e joining ni l (G) and ni l(Q).  If the arc A~,~ 
intersects the common spherical edge SE as shown in Figure 3a, then we may construct a spherical 
ellipse contained in the union of S~ and Se. First of all, consider a rounded bounding box B of 
the great circular arcs such that its horizontal lines are circular arcs parallel to A~,~ and both its 
rounded parts are half-circles of radius R in geodesic sense, where R = min{rs, re, rvl, r,2 }, 
r s= min {G(nH(G),x)}, 
xEBd(S~) 
re= min {G(ng(Q),x)}, 
xEBd(S~) 
r . ,  = 
= 
Here, G(x, y) is the geodesic of x and y on the Gauss sphere and is given by G(x, y) = 
cos -1 (x, y). Let C be an intersection point of the boundary of B and the perpendicular bisector 
of A .... Now, we may define a spherical ellipse E as follows: 
E = {x e S2]G(nH(G),x)+G(nH(t~),x)  = GSc},  
nH(ts) nil(re) 
(a) The base edge As,e intersects the common 
edge SE. 
(b) As,~ does not intersect SE. 
Figure 3. Adjacent-region cases. 
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where GSc is the sum of spherical distances to C of nH(t~) and nH(t~). We can easily show 
that the ellipse E is contained in the bounding box B. 
Due to the comparison of arc-length of ni l(t)  with GSc, we are now ready to show whether 
the time interval Is,~ is of a adjacent-region type. If M(t¢ - ts) <_ GSc, where M is the upper 
bound of speed of ni l(t)  (see Appendix A for a detailed erivation), then the arc-length of ni l(t) 
for the time interval Is,~ is equal to or less than GSc; 
Ang(t)(ts, t~) = [[nH'(t)H dt < M(t~ - ts)  <_ aSc. 
That is, the segment of ni l(t)  is contained in the eilipse E. Hence, the segment is also contained. 
in the union of Ss and S~. Therefore, this time interval I~,~ is classified to be of an adjacent- 
region type. Otherwise, it is hard to determine whether the segment is contained in the union. 
For this case, I~,~ is classified to be of an undetermined type. Hence, we need to subdivide the 
time interval Is,~ succeedingly. 
Xs / 
Figure 4. Same-region type. 
SAME-REGION CASE. Suppose that Ss coincides with S~. Let Bd(Ss) be the boundary of S~ 
represented by a cycle of spherical edges (S~1 , S~2,... ,S~,  ), where ms is the number of spherical 
edges of Ss. In order to define a spherical ellipse contained in Ss, we identify a point xs on BD(Ss) 
which has the smallest sum of spherical distances to nH(ts) and nH(t~), 
G(nH(ts),xs) + G(nH(t~),xs) = rain {G(nH(ts),x) + G(nH(t~),x)}. 
xeBd(Ss) 
Here, we denote the sum by Gs = G(nH(ts),xs) + G(nH(t~),xs). Since every spherical edge 
of a region is a geodesic (i.e., a great circular arc) and every spherical extreme vertex region is 
convex, the point xs can be computed in O(ms) time. Now, we define a spherical ellipse Es by 
Es = {x c S2 l G(nH(t~),x) + G(nH(t~),x) = Gs}. 
Then, the ellipse is contained in the region Ss by the definition of Gs and the convexity of S, 
and E~. 
Now, in order to check whether the time interval Is,~ is of a same-region type, we compare 
the arc-length of ni l(t)  for [s,~ with G~. If the interval satisfies the inequality M(t~ - is)  <_ G~, 
where M is the upper bound of speed of ni l(t)  for Is~ (see Appendix A for a detailed erivation), 
then the arc-length of ni l(t) for Ise is also equal to or less than G~, 
AnH(t).(t~, t~) = I[nH'(t) FI dt <<_ M(t~ - t~) <_ as. 
Thus, the segment of ni l(t)  must be contained in the spherical ellipse E~. Hence, this time 
interval Is~ is classified to be of a same-region type. Otherwise, at the present ime, it is hard 
to determine whether the segment is contained in Ss only. Hence, Is,~ is classified to be of an 
undetermined type. 
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4.2. D is tance Funct ion 
Now, we are ready to obtain the distance function D(t) between a convex polyhedron P and 
a fixed plane H during a time interval of same-region and adjacent-regions types. The segment 
of ni l(t)  during a time interval of same-region type is contained in only one region Si, whereas 
the segment during a time interval of adjacent-regions type is contained in the union of two 
adjacent regions Sj and Sj+I. The vertex v~ of P assigned to Si is the extreme vertex of P with 
respect o H, whereas one of two vertices vj and vj+l is the extreme vertex during the time 
interval. Hence, in order to construct the distance function D(t), it is sufficient o investigate the 
movement of the extreme vertices corresponding to the regions. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that the given infinite plane H is the xy-plane in R 3 
and that each vertex vi of P is represented by the relative position ri about the centroid cp of P 
as follows: 
r~ = (~1, ~2, ~3) = vi - ep. 
Undergoing the rigid motion of P, the position p~(t) of vi can be represented by 
p~(t) = r(t) + Q(t) ri Q- l ( t ) ,  
where T(t) = (Tl(t),T2(t),T3(t)) is the translation of P. Hence, the distance function di(t) 
between vi and H is the z-component of pi(t) and represented by 
d~(t) = T3(t) + 2ril (-qo(t)q2(t) ÷ ql (t)q3(t) ÷ 2ri2 (qo(t)ql (t) + q2(t)q3(t) ) 
+ r,a (q~(t) - q~(t) - q~(t) + q2(t)). 
Therefore, the distance function D(t) between P and H during a time interval Its, t~] according 
to its type can be represented by (see Appendix B) 
f di(t), of same-region type, 
D(t) 
min {dj(t), dj+l(t)}, of adjacent-regions type. 
5. COLL IS ION DETECTION OF  A CONTINUOUS TYPE  
In this section, we present an em6ient collision detection algorithm based on the determination 
of time intervals and interval Newton method. The algorithm is accomplished by passing through 
the following three steps: subdivision of time intervals, interval Newton method [16], and display 
of scenes. As the first step, we subdivide the given time interval [0, 1] recursively until we obtain 
a time interval [0, t~l] of same-region type. We first determine the type of the given interval [0, 1]. 
If it is of same-region type, then the subdivision process is done. Otherwise, we subdivide [0, 1] to 
two half-intervals and save the second half-interval on a stack. And then, we determine the type 
of the first half-interval. If the type is not of same-region, then we repeat he above subdivision 
and type-determination until a time interval [0, t~l] of same-region type is obtained. 
The segment of ni l (t)  during the time interval [0,tsl] is obtained in the spherical region So 
including the initial spherical point nil(0), and thus, the distance function do(t) is generated by 
the vertex v0 corresponding to So. As the second step, we apply the interval Newton method to 
the distance function in order to check whether collisions occur. The collision time is the first 
root of equation do(t) = 0. The interval Newton method not only reports the existence of roots 
in a few of the iterations,but also computes the first root without sorting the roots if they exist. 
Hence, it is a method appropriate for collision detection problem. 
If the interval [0,tsl] has no collision times, then we only display the moving polyhedron 
without computing the distance at each step until the end time instance t~l. When simulation 
time reaches t~, we take the top element [ts~, t~2] out of the stack. If this new interval is of same- 
region or adjacent-regions type, then we continue the simulation at the second step: applying 
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the interval Newton method to this time interval. Otherwise, we repeat he simulation beginning 
with the first step: subdivision process for this time interval. 
If the time interval [0, t~l] has a collision time to, then we only display the moving polyhedron 
without computing the distance until the collision time to. When it comes to the collision time, we 
compute the impulsive force and torque with the linear and angular velocities of the polyhedron P, 
and thus, obtain new translation and rotation of P. That is, a new spherical path ni l ( t )  is 
generated on the spherical extreme vertex diagram. With the new path, we repeat the whole 
process beginning with the first step: subdivision process for the remaining time interval [t~, 1]. 
6. EXPERIMENTAL  RESULTS 
We first simulate a throwing pot and compute the time complexity of the simulation during a 
time interval [0.0, 3.0]. Figure 5a shows a throwing pot with the linear velocity v = (10.0, 5.0, 15.0) 
and with the angular velocity w = (-1.789, 1.123, -0.789). The spherical extreme vertex diagram 
of the pot is represented by a wire-frame, and the spherical path ni l ( t )  generated by its rotation 
is drawn on the spherical diagram as shown in Figure 5b. We choose the upper bound M of 
the speed of n i l ( t )  as M = v~llwll = 3.905446 and the threshold e of the interval Newton 
method as e = 0.000001. The throwing pot first collides with the floor at time t~ 1 = 1.647786, 
and then bounces off with a new linear velocity v = (10.0, 5.0, 12.28) and with a new angular 
velocity w = (1.12, 1.31,-0.21). And their second collision time is t~ 2 = 2.918145, where the 
pot bounces off with a new linear velocity v = (10.0, 5.0, 5.93) and with a new angular velocity 
w = ( -0 .89, -6 .44, -0 .49) .  
(a) A throwing pot. (b) Its spherical extreme vertex diagram. 
Figure 5. 
The experimental results of our algorithm with seven polyhedra re shown in Tables 1 and 2. 
Table 1 shows that the collision times of our algorithm are independent of the time step size, 
whereas those of the incremental algorithms in [9] are not. In our algorithm, the time intervals 
applied to the numerical method are decided according to the spherical extreme regions which the 
spherical curve passes through, so the sequence of the time intervals is independent of the time 
step size of animation. Hence, the collision time is invariant under the change of the time step 
size of animation. On the other hand, in incremental algorithms, each time step of animation 
itself is applied to the numerical method, so the collision time may be changed according to the 
time step size due to the numerical error. 
Table 2 shows the time complexities of collision detection algorithms without rendering. The 
time complexity of our algorithm is independent of the time step size, whereas that of the in- 
cremental algorithm [9] in case of At = 0.001 is five times as long as that in At = 0.005. Our 
algorithm does not need to compute the extreme vertex at a time instance because we already 
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Table 1. Collision times between the pot and the floor during [0.0, 3.0]. 
Time Step Size At ---- 0.005 At ---- 0.001 
Collision Times t~l ta2 tal  t~2 
Our Algorithm 1.647786 2.918145 1.647786 2.918145 
IncrementM Algorithm 1.647788 2.918164 1.647781 2.917781 
Table 2. The computation time without rendering. 
Our Algorithm Incremental Algorithm 
Polygonal Type At = 0.005 At = 0.001 At = 0.005 At = 0.001 
(No. of Faces) (Seconds) (Seconds) (Seconds) (Seconds) 
Cube (6) 0.159435 0.158708 2.496181 12.479868 
Octahedron (8) 0.156491 0.162084 2.491545 12.507955 
Con (13) 0.307315 0.307915 2.612410 12.800396 
Pot (50) 0.411429 0.423491 5.450509 27.569424 
Sphere (64) 1.299005 1.292649 6.478204 31.792561 
Sphere (100) 1.482894 1.497369 11.416183 50.046286 
4.379463 4.377843 17.176759 80.620888 Sphere (200) 
know them in the precess of distance generation, so the Euclidean distance can be computed in a 
constant ime only by evaluating the value from the distance function. That is, the computation 
of the Euclidean distance is irrelevant o the time step size of animation. Hence, the change of 
time step size does not affect the time complexity of our collision detection algorithm. On the 
other hand, the incremental algorithm must compute the extreme vertex at each time instance. 
Even though the algorithm has a faster computation method, the total time complexity must 
be changed according to the time step size because the number of evaluations of the Euclidean 
distance is inversely proportional to the time step size. 
7 .  CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have presented an approach and implementation for collision detection between a mov- 
ing 3D convex polyhedron and an infinite plane. The key of the approach is to construct he 
distance function between them. Our algorithm has two advantages for computing all collisions 
exactly. First, in order to compute the distance between them at each intermediate ime instance, 
our algorithm only evaluates it from the distance function, whereas others compute it in O(log n) 
time, where n is the number of vertices of the polyhedron. Hence, the total time complexity 
of the collision detection algorithm is independent of the time step size, so this method may be 
useful to the environment in which an object collides with another object several times. Second, 
our algorithm applies the interval Newton method to wider intervals than the animation time 
step, which are irrelevant to time step size of animation. The time intervals are decided according 
to the spherical extreme regions which the spherical curve passes through, so the sequence of the 
time intervals is independent of the time step size of animation. Hence, the collision times are 
invariant under the change of the time step size and can be computed within a given tolerance . 
APPENDIX  A 
SPHERICAL  CURVE AND ITS  VELOCITY  
The spherical path ni l (t)  is represented by 
nH( t )  = q-l(t) nH q(t) 
[ 2(qo(t)q2(t)-ql(t)qa(t)) 7 T 
~- | -2(qo(t)ql(t)  +q2(t)q3(t)) | , 
~_-q2(t) + q~(t) + q~(t) - q23(t ) J 
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where Q(t) = (qo(t), ql(t), q2(t), qa(t)) and Q- l ( t )  : (qo(t),-ql(t),-q2(t),-qa(t)).  The arc- 
length of ni l ( t )  between t~ and t,, A~H(t~, t~), is defined as follows: 
ft~ e AnH(t,,t ,)  = IInH'(t)[ t dt, 
where IlnH'(t)ll is the speed of ni l(t).  Since the speed has a square root term, it is hard to 
compute the arc-length analytically. Hence, we need to estimate an upper bound of IlnH'(t) l l. 





[ q~(t)q2(t) + qo(t)q~(t) - qi (t)qa(t) - ql(t)q~(t) 
nH'(t)  = 2 -q~ (t)ql (t) - qo (t)ql (t) - q~ (t)qz (t) - q2 (t)q~ (t) 













1 (iq~(t)l 2 + ]q~(t) 
1 (]q~(t)12 + ]q~(t) 
1 (]q~(t)12 + ]q~(t)]2) 
1 (iq~(t)l 2 + [q~(t)12) 
1 0q[(t)lu + iq~(t)12) 
1 (tq~(t)l ~ + Iq~(t)l 0
((q~(t)) 2+ (qi(t)) 2 
[IQ'(t)[I 2. llq(t)l] 2 
-- (q~o(t)) 2 (q~(t) + q~(t) + q2(t)) + (q~(t)) 2 (q~(t) + q2(t) + q2(t)) 
+ (q~(t)) 2 (q~(t) + q2(t) + q2(t)) + (q~(t)) 2 (q~(t) + q~(t) + q2(t)) 
+ 2 qt o(t)q~ (t)qo (t)q3 (t) - 2 q~o (t)q~ (t)q2 (t)q3 (t) 
+ 2 q~(t)q~2 (t)ql (t)qa(t) - 2 q~2(t)q~(t)qo(t)ql (t) 
+ 2 q~ (t)q~3 (t)qo (t)q2 (t) + 2q~ (t)q~ (t)ql (t)q2 (t) 
qZ t 2 2 _< (q~(t)) 2 (q2o(t) + q~(t) + q~(t)) + ( 1()) (q~)(t) + q~(t) + q3(t)) 
+ (q~(t)) 2 (q~)(t) + q~(t) + q~(t)) + (q~z(t)) 2 (q~(t) + q~(t) + q~(t)) 
]2) (iqo(t)12 + lq3(t)12) 
t2) (]q2(t)t2+lqz(t)l 2) 
(Iql(t)l 2 + ]qs(t)] 2) 
(Iqo(t)l = + Iq~(t)l 0 
(Iq0(t)l 2 + Iq2(t)[ 2) 
(tql(t)[ 2 + Iq2(t)l 0 
, 2 (q~(t))2) (q20(t) q2(t ) + q2(t ) + q23(t) ) + (q2(t)) + • + 
]lQ'(t)ll 2 • 
]lnH'(t)ll < ~ IlQ'(t)rl. 
Now, we estimate the speed of Q(t). The velocity Q'(t) 
(see [21,22]): 
1 q'(t) = ~O(t)w(t), 
where w(t) is the angular velocity of Q(t). By quaternion multiplication, we have 
Q'(t) = 1 ( - (q(t) ,w(t)},  qo(t)w(t) + q(t) × w(t)), 
(2) 
satisfies the following equation 
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where (q(t), w(t)) and q(t) x w(t) are the inner and cross product of two vectors q(t) and w(t), 
respectively. Then, 
1 1 
[[Q'(t)][ 2 = ~ (q(t),w(t)) 2 + ~ []q0w(t) + q(t) x w(t)[[ 2. (3) 
The second term of the right-hand side of (3) is as follows: 
[l(q0w(t), q(t) x w(t))l] 2 = ((qo(t)w(t), q(t) x w(t)), (qo(t)w(t), q(t) x w(t))) 
= []qo(t)w(t)]] 2 + 2 q0(t)(w(t),q(t) x w(t)) + Ilq(t) x w(t)][ 2 (4) 
= [[qo(t)w(t)[] 2 + [[q(t) x w(t)[] ~, 
since w(t) and q(t) x w(t) are orthogonal. Plugging equation (4) into equation (3), 
4 []Q'(t)]l 2 = (q(t),w(t)) 2 + ][qo(t)w(t)2[[ 2 4- I[q(t) x w(t)2[[ 2 
_< ]lq(t)II2llw(t)]] 2 + q~(t)llw(t)]] 2 + ]]q(t)ll2llw(t)]] 2 
= ]]q(t)]12llw(t)]] 2 4- (q~(t) 4- I]q(t)]] 2) Ilw(t)H 2 
_< 211Q(t)ll21lw(t)ll 
< 2Hw(t)ll 2. 
Hence, we have 
1 
I[q'(t)[] ~ ~ liw(t)ll. 
From equations (2) and (5), we have the following upper bound of speed of ni l (t) :  
HnH'(t)[[ ~ x/-3l[w(t)H. 
(5) 
(6) 
We denote the upper bound by M. 
APPENDIX  B 
D ISTANCE FUNCTION 
Let R(t) = Q(t)VQ- l ( t ) ,  where 
Q(t) = (qo(t), q(t)), 
v = (0, v), 
Q-1 (t) = (qo(t), -q(t)) .  
It is well known that the multiplication of two quaternion P and Q is given by 
PQ = (poqo - p(p, q}, po q 4- qo p + p × q). 
Hence, we have the following equation: R = (ro, r), where 
ro = (q × v, q) = O, 
r = (q,v) 4- qo2v 4- 2qo(q x v) - (q × v) x q. 
Here, 
(q,v) = qlvl + q2v2 ÷ q3v3,  
• [ q2v3-  q3v2 1 
q X V= |--qlV34-q3Vl , 
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and 
--ql q3V3 "F q2Vl -- ql q2V2 -I- q~Vl ] 
qxvxq= - -q2q3v3+q2av2+q~v2--q lq2vl ]  • 
q~v3 -- q2q3v2 + q~v3 -- qlq3vl J 





R3(t) / , 
R3 (t) J 
(11) 
Rl ( t )  : Vl (q02 q- ql 2 -- q22 -- q32) q- v2 (--2qoq3 q- 2qlq2) q- v3 (2qoq2 q- 2qlq3), 
R2(t) ---- vl (2qoqa q- 2qlq2) + v2 (qo 2 -- q2 q_ q~ _ q32) q_ v3 (--2qoql + 2q2q3), 
R3(t) = vl (--2qoq2 q- 2qlq3) q- v2 (2qoql -- 2q2qa) ÷ v3 (qo 2 -- q~ -- q~ q- q32). 
Hence, the posit ion of a vertex vi can be represented by 
w(t)  = T(t) + O(t)~iq -l(t) 
[Tl(t) l IRa(t) l 
= |T2(t)| + IR2(t)| , 
LTs(t)J LRa(t)J 
where vi is the relative posit ion'of I f /with respect o the centroid of the polyhedron P .  Therefore, 
the distance funct ion of Di(t)  between V~ and the plane H (xy-plane) is the third component 
of p~(t), 
D~(t )  = T3(t) + R3(t) 
= T~(t) + ~1 (-2qoq~ + 2q~q~) + ~ (2qoql + 2q~q~) + v~ (qg - q~ - q~ + q~). 
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